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Abstract: In this paper I describe a project, based on children’s engagement with books and non-print
media, at a regional Victorian (Australia) primary school. As an added dimension of their engagement
with the books regularly used in their classroom, the children have examined non-print texts with
local Indigenous Australian artists as part of an Indigenous Australian artists-in-residence program,
with a view to foregrounding their school’s Black History. The school is close to one of the largest
regional cities in the state of Victoria, Australia. In this project, primary school students have worked
with Indigenous Australian story-tellers, artists, dancers and musicians to explore ways in which they
may examine both print and non-print texts for a critical appreciation of ways in which their school
has been positioned in the physical landscape and in the historical landscape, where Indigenous
Australian roles and contributions have continued to be marginalised, at best, and denied, at worst.
From such critical engagement, the children have created non-print texts of their own: tangible, durable
artefacts of acknowledgment of their own school’s Black History. Constructed as texts which may be
read by all who enter the school, the artefacts produced are part of a continuing critical engagement
with books that represent European perspectives on Indigenous Australia, and non-print texts that
represent Indigenous Australian perspectives. Both types of texts are engaged and interpreted by the
children as part of this project, with the outcome of non-print texts created by the children themselves.
Those visual texts have been posted on a wall at the school entrance, focussing on the very point of
Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australian children’s entry to their school’s grounds and buildings.
I have argued that this helps to position their school within a more comprehensive context of its
physical and historical landscape than traditional, Eurocentric books and their perspectives on Indi-
genous Australia have allowed.
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Introduction
THE PROJECTWAS funded by the University of Ballarat, and developed within aframework of partnership with local Indigenous Australian interest groups and asso-ciated volunteers, as well as Indigenous Australian artists of the region. It has ad-
dressed a local problem that had earlier become evident in relation to schools in the
region. A photographic survey of the entrances to the 120 primary schools used by Education
students at the University for the conduct of their teaching practice has indicated that only
four of these schools in some way have publicly acknowledged traditional and current Indi-
genous Australian presence in the schools’ histories, or the schools’ occupying traditional
owners’ land. In this project, I have drawn on the implications of such a lack in relation to
the remaining 116 schools of the survey where no formal, sustained acknowledgement of
those schools being built on the land that is still the domain of Indigenous Australians, or
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has been in some way connected to a history that long precedes European settlement of the
region. I have taken this one step further in a consideration of this to other such schools
across the country.
I have constructed the entries to schools as visual texts that may be read in the same way
as a written text (Groundwater-Smith, Ewing & Le Cornu, 2003). This has been an important
informing aspect of the literature that I have drawn upon in this project, consistent with the
literature on positioning, which literature represents contexts and situations as texts (see for
example Knobel, 1999; Knobel & Healey, 1998; Lankshear, with Gee, Knobel & Searle,
1997; Macken-Horarik, 1998; Makin, Jones Diaz & McLachlan, 2007; Zeegers, 1996).
Reading of the entrances to schools which do not acknowledge Indigenous Australian presence
in such ways has particular significance as far as this project is concerned. Every school in
Australia is built on Indigenous Australian land, land which has become Crown Land in the
wake of a series of European dispossessions. Where this is not acknowledged, every Indigen-
ous Australian child who enters the school is denied this aspect of their heritage, and in such
ways is covertly excluded from traditions and heritages to which they might otherwise lay
claim. In similar vein, the historical understandings of European and other migrant children
are diminished while this aspect of their history is not addressed. The project therefore has
addressed twin concerns of comprehensive engagement with historical and cultural markers
of the region by Indigenous Australian, European and other migrant background children
alike in its focus on the creation of visual texts that may be read as part of inclusive practices
of the school. The map below indicates the larger area of Victoria, Australia. It is within a
smaller region of Victoria that this project has been conducted:
1. Map of Australia: Project Site
Background
This is a critical literacy project, engaging not only the books used within the children’s
classrooms but also the non-print texts that have been introduced as part of this project. The
Census of 2002 presented a bleak set of figures underscoring the systemic inequality that
affects Australia’s Indigenous population, suggested that this was on the increase, with
subsequent census figures showing the 2002 Census predictions to be correct. The figures
as measures of quality of life—infant mortality rates, life expectancy, working life, full and
part-time average earnings, home ownership, unemployment—have all indicated a standard
of living for Indigenous Australian people in what was once styled The Lucky Country
(Horne, 1971) little different from those in Third World countries. Of particular concern to
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this project has been the numbers in relation to education: the current cohort of Indigenous
Australian students in higher education is only one-third the number of Indigenous Australians
currently serving in custodial orders (Wright & Burchell, 2002).
The school is described by its principal as one of the most middle class schools of the re-
gion, with a tiny proportion of Indigenous Australian children. We could not be sure of just
how many children were Indigenous Australians, for European perspectives on Australian
history that have traditionally denigrated all things Aboriginal or associated with Aborigin-
ality have promoted a practice among Indigenous Australians of not making this information
public, a practice explored in the work of Morgan (1987).
In keeping with this enrolment context, the project has not been aimed specifically at In-
digenous Australian children but at the whole cohort of Grade 3-4 children (ranging in ages
from 7 to 10 years of age). This has been a significant feature of the project. I have focused
on generating more comprehensive understandings of what it might mean to be Australian,
in relation to all of the children involved. In doing so, I have initiated a program to engage
a study of the history that goes further than what is represented in the history books that focus
on Eurocentric concerns. I have designed it to begin with a focus on a most basic level, that
of children’s entry through the front gate of the primary school. In doing so, the project has
taken up the idea of visual texts being read in similar ways as print texts, constructing the
entrance to the school as a text that may be read by all who enter, extending the reading to
the other texts engaged in the classroom itself. The following photograph suggests a text
that may be read:
2. Picture 1: The Entrance to the School before the Project was Begun
When I read it, I see nothing remarkable about the entrance seen here from the front gate.
This section is an extension built onto its original 1850s building, with the appearance of
some thought having gone into making it blend into the original architecture as seamlessly
as possible. Not only that, its large, working clock shows its conventional approach to
punctuality and the self discipline that this entails (and anybody entering knows whether
they are on time or not). There is a flag pole (provided in 2005 by the Australian government)
from which the Australian flag, which was created at the time of Federation in 1901, will
hang once it is raised later in the morning. This flag is based on the Blue Ensign of the United
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Kingdom, with a dark blue background for its three main elements: the Union Jack, repres-
enting Australia’s historical links with Great Britain; the Southern Cross as a significant
navigational feature of the southern hemisphere; and the Commonwealth Star with its seven
points to denote the six states and the combined territories of the Commonwealth. It is a
highly abstracted representation of politics and commerce, with stars representing notions
of land, or territories, or states:
3. Picture 2: Croft, J. (nd). The Australian Flag
As I read the text some more, I see a building which itself has a certain appeal in its architec-
tural attention to design and form, with its various planes blending into an aesthetically sat-
isfying whole. In appearance, there is nothing to distinguish it in any substantial way from
any other school in the district, as suggested by the photographic survey, or indeed of those
of its era across the state: it is not down at heel; it is obviously meticulously maintained; it
has trees and grass, play areas and seating for outside activities. I read its attention to such
things as the school valuing its role of facilitating physical and social development of children
as part of its function.
What is perhaps more telling than what is in the text is what is not there. This raises the
idea of critical literacy as a tool to enable children to analyse texts, starting from the principle
that all texts (written, oral, visual, electronic and so on) are to be considered in relation to
the social contexts of their construction. In this project I have drawn on the literature (see
for example Lankshear, 1994) that argues that no text is ever neutral or innocent—it always
carries meanings which are socially embedded—that the entrance of the school in question
is one to be viewed as part of discourses of schooling. Such discourses of schooling function
to normalise ideas, beliefs, actions, and cultural practices, making them seem natural when
they are really cultural. Given this, I have designed the project to raise the consciousness of
non-Indigenous Australian children in relation to Indigenous Australian perspectives on land
at the point of entry to the school. I have used critical engagement with visual text as a literacy
skill through which this may be done.
As Lankshear (1994) points out, ‘critical’ has related terms—’criticism’, ‘criticise’, ‘cri-
tique’—which suggest that something is to be subjected to evaluation of some kind (p. 9).
It is in line with Shor’s (1992) suggestion, to ‘go beneath surface impressions…’ and ‘dis-
cover deep meaning…’. In this project I have not only worked with concepts of naming and
positioning, but also investigated by whom this naming and positioning is done, as children
make visible the nature of power and power relations in texts they have encountered. The
flag that will be hung later in the morning will NOT be the 1971 Aboriginal flag designed
by Harold Joseph Thomas, a Luritja man from Central Australia with its symbolic represent-
ations of the red earth, black people, and yellow sun, the constant renewer of life:
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4. Picture 3: The Aboriginal Flag (Australian Museum Online, 2004)
That Aboriginal flag is premised on conceptualisations of life in Australia that are very dif-
ferent from those of the Australian flag. The Aboriginal flag emphasises the land, its people,
and the sun, but no member of this school community will be seeing it on this day of Photo-
graph 1 being taken. The Australian flag emphasises political and commercial ties; it is the
flag that will be raised as part of the school’s morning ritual.
What is also not there is any sort of acknowledgment that this school has been built on
traditional custodians’ land. This is a more relevant term for Indigenous Australian perspect-
ives on the issue of land and their relationships with it than is ‘owners’ (for a detailed discus-
sion of custodianship of land, see Clarke, 2003). The idea is encapsulated in a popular song
in its lines about the same piece of land, sung first by a European farmer—’this land is
mine’—and then by an Indigenous Australian resident on that land—’this land is me’
(Hannan, Carmody & Kelly, 2001). The difference in the two lines may seem small, but the
uses of the pronouns are different, and this reinforces a crucial aspect of cultural attitudes
to place and one’s relation to the land that the particular space occupies. What is also absent
from the picture, then, is any visual sense of cultural perspectives other than privileged
European concepts of land ownership, such as land custodianship. Indeed, the notion of land
ownership is not thrown up for consideration, as not even a plaque with a simple statement
like: ‘X School acknowledges the traditional custodianship of the land by the Wauthaurong
people’, in the style of the handful of other schools in the original photographic survey.
The Entrance at the End of the Project
Examining the entrance to the school at the end of ten weeks of work on this project shows
a different perspective, which may also be read as text:
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5. Picture 4: The Entrance with the Visual Texts Produced by the Children
There is no Aboriginal flag flying at the school but the children’s selection of the Aboriginal
flag, or their own interpretations of it, recurs across the mural. The mural with the Aboriginal
flag—and other tiles that are dominated by the colour system of that flag—sits opposite the
Australian flag at the entrance to the school. This has been an interesting outcome of the
project, as none of the transcripts of taped sessions with the artists in residence have suggested
that this has been a significant feature of their stories or their discussions about the work
that the children would produce. Neither has this been a significant feature of the texts the
children have studied as part of the project. It is perhaps suggestive of a greater significance
as far as the children are concerned of the symbolic importance of flags that we, the adult
members of the project team, had not realised. The representations of the Aboriginal flag
here function as an extension of Indigenous Australianness as perceived by the children at
the entrance to the school. A detail of the mural given below illustrates this:
6. Picture 5: A Detail of the Mural
The mural has been positioned in a prominent position in the grounds, near the big clock at
the entrance to the school. It has been produced and positioned in this way as an outcome
of the children working with Indigenous Australian artists-in-residence program.
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The Artists-in-Residence program has established a means by which local Indigenous
Australian artists, musicians, story-tellers and dancers have worked with classes of children
and their teachers to explore ways in which their school may acknowledge its position on
traditional owners’ land. It has been framed by views of history as being more than what are
represented in the children’s classroom books for they have included those which precede
white settlement. Indigenous Australian and non-Indigenous Australian children have worked
with Indigenous Australian artists to produce concrete and enduring visual texts. These are
texts that acknowledge Indigenous Australian perspectives on the land, and display that ac-
knowledgment, in the form of visual texts as tangible and enduring artefacts placed promin-
ently at the school entrance.
Informing Literature
The literature on Western conceptualisations of Indigenous cultures has been important in
informing the project. One work drawn upon is that of Said (1995) and Orientalism, repres-
ented as ‘a way of coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the Orient’s special place
in European Western experience’ (p. 1). This project has started with a paraphrasing of that
sentence of his. It has drawn on Hodge and Mishra’s (1991) significant contribution to the
debate on this issue to focus on what they call ‘Aboriginalism’, and which might be repres-
ented as ‘a way of coming to terms with Aboriginality that is based on Aboriginality’s special
place in European Australian experience’. Drawing upon concepts of Orientalism upon
which to develop concepts of Aboriginalism, the project has created a space for seriously
interrogating discourses of Aboriginalism, discourses which have marginalised Indigenous
Australian positioning within schools (Zeegers, Muir & Lin, 2003).
The project has been focussed on the children concerned working on Indigenous Australian
texts with Indigenous Australian artists, rather than with teachers from other backgrounds.
This approach draws on the idea that very little may have been achieved by children working
with non-Indigenous Australian teachers who themselves may have been products of the
sort of Aborignalism being addressed. Non-Indigenous Australian teachers would necessarily
have worked at one remove from a first-hand knowledge base of Aboriginal cultures, no
matter how well read, experienced, or well intentioned they may have been. Basing the
program on Indigenous Australian artists working alongside non-Indigenous Australian
teachers has foregrounded ways in which Indigenous Australian children’s rich cultural
heritage may provide texts to be explored as part of the wider school communities’ engage-
ments with Indigenous Australian culture and cultural markers.
Children’s critical engagement with these texts has enabled them to explore the ramifica-
tions of a ‘hidden curriculum’ (McLaren, 1993) that has failed to make visible the Black
History of every Australian. That invisibility subtly undermines government inclusivity
policies (Department of Education Employment and Training, 2001) regarding Indigenous
Australian and non-Indigenous Australian children in schools. Perhaps one of the best artic-
ulations of the benefit of such a project as the one described here is that of Australia’s Gov-
ernor General of the time, Peter Jeffery (2005), who says:
… my feeling is that if Indigenous history and culture was really taught well and con-
sistently across the nation, it would do much for Australia to understand where it has
come from, rather than just say from 1788, European settlement. If we all understood
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that our history went back through the indigenous culture 60000 years and that European
settlement was just one component of that history, I think we’d do a lot for reconciliation
and indeed national pride.
In the case of this project, it has been the Indigenous Australian artists with first-hand Indi-
genous Australian knowledge and wisdom, to which Jeffery refers, who have undertaken
the task of bringing those features of Indigenous Australianness into this small part of the
education system, and endowing concepts of Australianness itself with the further dimensions
that a rich cultural heritage provides.
Informed Engagement
Children’s critical engagement with texts used as part of current schooling practice in this
project has enabled them to engage informed mainstream social and economic participation
without sacrifice of personal cultural markers. The findings of the Johnston Report (1991)
have been an important consideration in the design of the project, especially in relation to
suggestions that:
School based education systems have been either unable or unwilling to accommodate
many of the values, attitudes, codes and institutions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Is-
lander society. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander participation and achievement in
education, as defined by the wider Australian society, has been limited and this in turn
limited the real choices available to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people in
Australian society (p. 511).
The prospect for change was given a fillip with the change of government in Australia in
2007, and the almost immediate public declaration of ‘Sorry’ on behalf of the Australian
Parliament by the new Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd (2008). It was an occasion of great cul-
tural significance and attendant emotion, broadcast on national television, with front page
features in the national press. Rudd’s (2008) words are important:
…We apologise for the laws and policies of successive parliaments and governments
that have inflicted profound grief, suffering and loss of these our fellow Australians….
For the pain, suffering and hurt of these stolen generations, their descendants and for
their families left behind, we say sorry. To the mothers and fathers, the brothers and
the sisters, for the breaking up of families and communities, we say sorry. And for the
indignity and degradation thus inflicted on a proud people and a proud culture, we say
sorry. We the Parliament of Australia respectfully request that this apology be received
in the spirit in which it is offered as part of the healing of the nation…(p. 1)
They are important words as they acknowledge what has been backgrounded in Australia’s
history, and while the project predates the national apology, it has foregrounded issues that
have been taken up at national levels.
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Literacy
I have grounded the project in concepts of literacy in relation to ways in which language is
used to influence individuals. I have given particular consideration to ways in which this
determines which literacy practices are relevant and worthy (Anstey & Bull, 2004; Emmitt,
Zbaracki, Komesaroff & Pollock, 2010; Gee, 1990; Gee, 1991). Taking issue with dominant
Eurocentric depictions of Indigenous Australian presence in Australian history, I have de-
signed the project to engage values of visual and print texts to generate alternative meanings
and articulations of that presence. The outcome has been the generation of visual texts ac-
knowledging Indigenous Australian custodianship of land, and to get to that outcome print,
oral, music, dance, and visual texts have been engaged by the children concerned.
As a preliminary exercise, the children at the school have engaged a picture book, My
place (Wheatley & Rawlins, 1987). This book, which is referred to in the remainder of this
paper, is not to be confused with that by Morgan (1987) of the same title. In this paper I have
treated written and spoken texts as constituting and being constituted by discourses, with
teaching and learning practices in literacy teaching and learning as discursive practices which
constitute and are constitutive of discursive formations (Foucault, 1974). Foucault represents
these as occurring ‘wherever one can describe, between a number of statements, a system
of dispersion; whenever, between objects, types of statements, concepts or thematic choices,
one can define a regularity’ (p. 38). Pursuing this line of thinking, it is possible to see that
human beings do not create unified social theories or observe an objective reality, but operate
through discourses that construct and constitute social reality. Discourses then become major
considerations in human social activity, such as teaching and learning, as they constrain the
possibilities of thought, keeping the unthinkable at bay so that certain discourses are privileged
over others by virtue of their unquestioned application. These considerations have opened
up concepts of marginalised and privileged discourses, and the networks of conditions that
maintain their position within fields of knowledge, particularly in relation to the books in
which Indigenous Australians have been largely absent, or where they are present, positioned
in marginalised ways.
Wheatley and Rawlins’ My place has been a foundation for both the students’ literacy
program activities and the basis of the project’s visual literacy focus. Indeed, its subtitle of
The story of Australia from now to then has suggested scope for the integration of Literacy,
Literature, Art, Music, Studies of Society and the Environment (SOSE), and Mathematics
at the same time as it has anticipated the mooted affective learning features of the Victorian
Essential Learning Standards (VELS) (Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority,
2005) in Victoria and the incoming National Curriculum for all schools across the country
(Australian Curriculum and Assessment Reporting Authority, 2009) .
What is missing in My place is any Indigenous Australian presence between the ‘now’ of
the book (shown in a small aboriginal flag in a window in the opening illustration of the
book), and the ‘then’ of 1788 (with the girl, Barrangarook, in her family situation when the
European ships are spotted in the harbour). What has happened to the Indigenous peoples
in between? This is part of an Australian history not present in the pages of this otherwise
excellent book. There is a question to be addressed: what happened when an estimated Indi-
genous Australian population of 300,000 in 1788, reduced to 60,000 in 1921, and then to
48,000 in 2010 (Zeegers, 2011). Enormous social upheavals that have affected Indigenous
Australians in their displacement and dispossession after 1788 are simply not acknowledged
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in this book. When even a major author such as Wheatley leaves this sort of gap in one of
her more significant works, it is a point worth raising with the children who turn to her work.
Hodge and Mishna (1991) and Bradford (2001) explain the sorts of absences referred to
above in relation to discursively constructed and symbolically managed regimes of truth that
serve to normalise Indigenous Australian absence in the literature such as that of My place.
Thus, questions of who can speak about issues that are faced by Indigenous Australians are
managed in relation not only what is to be said but also in relation to ways they can be spoken
about, and with what authority. This is consistent with Foucault’s (1974) delineation of
features of discursive fields. It is also reminiscent of Said’s (1995) notions of Orientalism.
The gaps left in the My place book and others of its ilk have been filled by story tellers,
as artists in this project, enable questioning and the answers thus generated, to help fill the
gaps discursively created in the children’s concepts of Indigenous Australian roles in history.
Dance has played its part as well, as stories have been told in dance, shown in the picture
below:
7. Picture 6: Engaging Music and Dance in Story Telling
Children within the project have explored other texts, such as the oral ones of the story tellers.
They have told tales of mission life, when governments implemented their policies of con-
tainment of Indigenous Australians rather than have them pursue their traditionally nomadic
existence. They have told of their own families’ experiences of Stolen Generations children,
a particularly reprehensible policy of removing Indigenous Australian children from their
families, pretending they were orphans, and institutionalising them or placing them with
European foster families. Heiss’ (2006) story of Mary Tallence explores this theme, and it
has been one taken up by one of the children, asking one of the story tellers how it was that
if he had six fathers and four mothers—uncles and aunts serve as parents in Indigenous
Australian family structures, so that technically no child can ever be an orphan— that he
grew up in the local orphanage. Real life experience of engaging story tellers has allowed
an immediate and relevant exploration of this issue raised in print texts, allowing the children
to confirm or clarify knowledge gleaned from a variety of sources in their literacy program.
At the same time, the children have learned of what it means to be a hunter gatherer, and
to be an active member of a sophisticated application of The Law; that unchanged (for 40,000
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years) and unchanging rule that governs complex Indigenous Australian social relationships.
This has meant the telling of warrior stories (a real hit) and retribution stories (spear in the
thigh stories) and re-enactments. Below is a picture of a boy (we do not know his ethnic or
racial background) practising his defence against a spear-in-the-thigh punishment under the
guidance of one of the artists:
8. Picture 7: Practising Spear-in-the-thigh Dodging
Children’s Production of Text
As Anstey and Bull (2000) say, we learn a lot about what children learn from their engage-
ments with texts when we ask them to produce their own. The words that the children have
heard in the project have been represented in peculiarly Indigenous Australian styles, and
the children have engaged them as they have produced their own artistic productions. There
have been bush walks and explorations of the land itself and its significant physical and
cultural features discussed with an Indigenous Australian guide on the walks. There have
been dance sessions, music sessions, and story-telling sessions. There have been combined
sessions as each child painted their own tiles in discussion with the artists, with story telling
integral to painting sessions. Details of stories have been checked by each child with the
artists, and there have been sessions where the teachers have read texts like Heiss’ (2006)
as the children worked on their tiles. All production of texts has been done in the context of
story-telling and music and dance production…stories have been listened to and details ex-
plored as painting was being done, and traditional visual symbols experimented with as
production proceeded apace.
The Symbols
The symbols have formed part of the frame of the mural itself, reinforcing notions of com-
munity, meeting, water supplies, and so on. The pictures below indicate the use of visuals
in the creation of the visual texts of the stories in the mural. Here we have symbols for
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campsites, water sources, and other such concerns of the traditional custodians of this part
of the land:
9. Picture 8: The Symbols in the Frame
The mural itself consists of 82 texts created by the children, each text a story on an individual
tile painted by a child and telling something of the story of the traditional custodians of this
piece of land on which the school is built. None of the tiles has used print in its telling of its
story.
10. Picture 9: A Visual Text Created
The child that created it can read it. Other children in that group can too. It is a sophisticated
visual representation using a combination of the child’s understandings of Indigenous Aus-
tralian representations of a story that can be told in this landscape, with the mountain just
behind the school, and the water hole behind that mountain, with people going for water as
the meeting group (on the right hand edge of the mountainside, which is a traditional meeting
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place) needs it. As they are travelling through thick bush, there are snakes to be avoided,
and unwelcome Dreamtime beings in the form of Lizard Men who must be driven away.
Conclusion
What has been done in this project has been on a small scale, where it has not been possible
to tackle the enormity of the problem and the context of Indigenous Australian issues in re-
lation to the history of European-based conquest and its ongoing legacy in which this one
school and its students have been positioned. It has been intended as serving as a model for
similar projects across the state, and then across Australia, to produce similar acknowledg-
ments in all Australian schools of a marginalised perspective on just what has happened and
indeed is still happening in this country. It has been a project that has produced a number of
visual, oral and written texts by the children and the artists themselves. The only print text
of the project, the following from one of the participants in the project, is telling:
11. Picture 10: A Print Text
‘Thanks Billy, Rooney and everyone else. Your true blue very and on behalf of all the
Grade Fours and staff at ….Primary School and we would like to thank every person
at Kirrit barret [an art gallery] but espically billy and for being a creative infloenes on
us thank you’[sic].
This text as more than the words too, for it suggests an enjoyable experience for the children..
Treating the mural as a text suggests that that it has been transformative experience as well,
for reading the tiles that have been produced suggests that the children have internalised the
information that they have engaged, reproducing it in their own interpretations and retellings
of different texts they have encountered throughout the project. That has given the teachers
and the artists-in-residence in the project a good deal of encouragement to proceed, to take
the original idea to further levels of curriculum embedding of Indigenous Australian perspect-
ives in that one school, and to undertake similar projects in other schools. Its subsequent
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activities won a Victorian Education Excellence Award for Partnership with Parents and
Communities in 2009 for its achievements. The school continues to build on its success.
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